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Las Duelistas 

"Variety of Flavors"

A bar in its truest sense, you will get a variety of drinks to satiate your

palette at the lively Las Duelistas. Indulge in a traditional 'pulque',

available in exotic flavors of coconut and mango. Grab one of the

secluded tables, listen to the jukebox and spend your time reading the pre-

Hispanic graffiti behind the doors. The atmosphere is relaxed and buzzing

all the time, so do expect to bump in one of its busy waiters as you walk in

or out of the bar. This no-frills bar, is also a good spot to socialize with

locals.

 +52 55 1394 0958  arturo.garal@gmail.com  28 Calle Aranda, Mexico City

King's Pub 

"British-style Beer & Music"

King's Pub, located in Mexico City's Condesa neighborhood, is a

traditional British hangout with both live music and resident DJs. The

crowd is mixed, 25-35 mostly, made up of beer aficionados and others

who come specifically for such theme evenings as Reggae Brittania.

Downstairs, the space is open to the street, which makes it a good spot for

people watching. Upstairs, there's a terrace that is always crowded. An

international selection of beers includes Fullers, Carolus, Paulaner,

Guinness, and Hofbrau. The menu offers a sampling of British, American,

and international favorites, like fish and chips, pizza, and buffalo wings.

 +52 55 5286 4667  www.thekingspub.com/  92 Nuevo León , Colonia Condesa,

Corner of Michoacán, Mexico City

 by Marler   

Woko Taberna 

"Hipódromo's Bustling Venue"

Hipódromo's Woko Taberna is more than just any typical city pub. Located

on a busy street, this tavern boasts of a fully-stocked bar counter that

serves up an exhaustive list of imported beers and whiskeys. From English

and Italian craft brews to Canadian, Belgian and German bottles, it has

got all for guzzlers. Light bites like cheese fingers, wholesome

hamburgers and crispy fries keep those unexpected hankerings at bay,

even as you gulp down your favorite potions at this buzzy Condesa space.

 +52 55 5211 5954  139-B Nuevo León, Colonia Hipódromo, México
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 by divya_   

Black Horse 

"Good Food, Great Entertainment!"

Come on over to the Black Horse for some genuinely good food and

entertainment. The bar promises you a taste of authentic hip-hop and funk

rather than sticking to the usual ultra-loud electronic beats. Nowhere else

can you experience the pleasure of open mike sessions, percussion sets,

and live music, all under one roof. The Black Horse is sure to have you

romping around!

 +52 551 5211 8740  www.caballonegro.com/  info@caballonegro.com  85 Mexical , Colonia

Hipodromo Condesa, Mexico
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